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Elmer Elmer Books
"Elmer is not elephant colour. Elmer is patchwork. Elmer's much-loved first story
is now available in this tactile shaped board book edition, abridged for the very
youngest of readers. With its sturdy shaped pages for little fingers and its eyecatching march across any bookshelf, this gift is the perfect introduction for
babies to the world of Elmer."--Provided by publisher.
Whatever the weather, come rain or shine, Elmer loves to play! This chunky
board book with easy-grip toddler tabs on every page is perfect for the very
youngest Elmer fans.
Perfect for sharing together in a classroom, nursery or library, the original classic
"Elmer "is now available as a big book, with notes for grown-ups at the back,
created by the CLPE (Centre for Literacy in Primary Education). Elmer the
colourful patchwork elephant has been a nursery favourite since this first book
was published in 1989. This colourful picture book is known to millions and it's
subtle message that it is OK to be different has made this first tale about
everyone's favourite patchwork elephant a classic must-read for every
bookshelf."
Whether at home getting ready for the day, enjoying the beach , or at bedtime,
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Olivia is a feisty pig who has too much energy for her own good.
The elephants want to play a trick on Elmer but they can't think of one! So they
ask wily old Snake to help them. Discover who tricks whom in this entertaining
picture book about everyone's favorite patchwork elephant.
The perfect introduction to the world of Elmer and his colourful elephant friends
for the youngest of children. This little book clips onto a buggy and is superb for
keeping little ones entertained on the go. Children will engage with the charming
elephants in different colours - which one is elephant colour? - and learn
important first vocabulary.
Baby Elephant can't sleep because he has lost his teddy, so Elmer sets off to
look for it. Eventually Elmer hears a voice shouting 'Help! I'm lost!' Can Baby
Elephant's teddy talk, or is Wilbur playing a trick on Elmer, as usual?
Elmer loves practical jokes, and so does his cousin Wilbur. Until, that is, Wilbur's
practical joke leaves him high and dry and Elmer and the other elephants have to
come to the rescue and bring him back down to earth. This classic story is now
even more appealing to the youngest of children in a sturdy, padded board book
format.
Once a year on Elmer's Day, all the elephants decorate themselves and have a
parade, and this year Elmer comes up with a plan to include the other animals as
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well as the elephants. Children's BOMC Alt.
Elmer loves all different types of weather, but which one is his favorite?
Album - éléphant - couleur - différence - intégration sociale.
Traditional Chinese edition of Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes by Helen
Oxenbury and Mem Fox. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
La maravillosa historia de nuestro querido elefante multicolor: Elmer Elmer, el
elefante multicolor, es un clásico infantil que ha vendido más de 8 millones de
ejemplares. Sus cuentos son ideales para transmitir a los niños valores positivos
tan importantes como la solidaridad, el respeto, la amistad y, sobre todo, la
celebración de las diferencias. Elmer no es como los otros elefantes de su
manada. Aunque parezca difícil de creer, es un elefante de mil colores: verde,
azul, blanco, rosa, amarillo... ¡Impresionante!, ¿verdad? Pero a Elmer no le hace
ni pizca de gracia ser así, más bien está harto de ser distinto, así que un día
decide escaparse de la manada y buscar un remedio para poder tener el mismo
color de piel que los demás... Elmer es el elefante favorito de los más pequeños.
Y es que en la selva no hay otro como él: sus colores vivos lo hacen distinto de
los demás. Con sus divertidas historias, ideales para leer en familia,
aprenderemos que todos nosotros somos tan especiales como él.
Grandpa Eldo asks Elmer and Wilbur to help a young elephant find her way back
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to her herd - and they get a shock when they see she is pink! No wonder she is
called Rose. But there is an even greater surprise in store when they reach her
herd - because everyone single one of them is pink!
Meet Elmer -- every child's favorite patchwork elephant!
When hippopotamuses come to live at the elephants' river, Elmer finds out why
they have come and enlists his friends to help them make things better.
Spottiest, stripiest, tallest and longest--meet all of Elmer's very best friends! This chunky board
book with easy-grip toddler tabs on every page is perfect for Elmer's very youngest fans.
??????????,?????????????????????:?????????,??????????!??,??????????????.......
Join the ever-popular Elmer on a very noisy day in the jungle. It’s concert day in the jungle and
all the animals are warming up for the big event. Little fingers will have lots of fun pressing the
buttons to hear the sounds of their favourite animals -- like bird singing and kangaroo
bouncing. But that’s nothing to what happens when Elmer gets everybody together to make
his own, very special jungle music.
The Cat and the Squirrel come to blows with the Duck in arguing about who will perform what
duty in preparing their pumpkin soup, and they almost lose the Duck's friendship when he
decides to leave them.
A collection of five of Elmer's best-loved tales, bound together in a beautiful hardback with a
stunning gold and green foiled cover. The perfect gift for fans of Elmer and his colourful
adventures, and an ideal introduction for the very youngest readers. This treasury contains:
Elmer Elmer and the Rainbow Elmer and the Lost Teddy Elmer in the Snow Elmer's Special
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Day
Elmer the patchwork elephant munches, plays and splashes his way through a busy day.
Elmer meets a monster in this latest exciting book starring everyone's favourite patchwork
elephant. There is pandemonium in the jungle! A strange roaring sounds sends the animals
stampeding, convinced it's a monster. But all is not as it seems. Only Elmer is brave enough to
investigate, and what he discovers comes as quite a surprise!
Everyone's favorite patchwork elephant, Elmer, is back in this brand-new 25th anniversary
board book edition of David McKee's classic tale, Elmer. Elmer the elephant is bright-colored
patchwork all over. No wonder the other elephants laugh at him! If he were ordinary elephant
color, the others might stop laughing. That would make Elmer feel better, wouldn't it? The
surprising conclusion of this comical fable is a celebration of individuality and the power of
laughter.

"McKee's gentle humor and love of irony are in full force in this celebration of
individuality and laughter." —Publishers Weekly This padded board book has a
soft, padded cover and rounded edges, perfect to share with the smallest
readers. Elmer the elephant is bright-colored patchwork all over. No wonder the
other elephants laugh at him! If he were ordinary elephant color, the others might
stop laughing. That would make Elmer feel better, wouldn't it? David McKee's
comical fable about everyone’s favorite patchwork elephant teaches readers to
be themselves and celebrates the power of laughter.
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A record book for new parents to note down all the fascinating details of their
baby's first two years: from first tooth to first step and beyond. Inside there is
room to write down memories and stick in precious photos
The elephants decide it's their turn to play a trick on Elmer: all of the animals
must pretend to forget his birthday tomorrow! But when the day comes the trick
doesn't quite go according to plan. The elephants should have listened to Elmer's
friends...
Elmer and his cousin Wilbur decide to go to the coast to see the whales. But their
journey becomes far more of an adventure than they expected, when they find
themselves lost at sea. Can the whales help them back to shore?
The young elephants want to have a race to prove who is fastest, so Elmer and
Wilbur organize a course. With each racer decorated a different color, they set off
around the course and discover things about themselves—Blue is first, Orange is
second, White is kind, Pink and Violet are funny, and Yellow is a cheat. Luckily
Yellow also learns he is very good at saying sorry, so each young elephant gets
a medal from Elmer.
?????Elmer - A Classic CollectionElmer's Best-Loved Tales
On a very, very windy day Elmer, the patchwork elephant, assures all the other
animals and birds that nothing could ever blow him away.
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A story about Elmer, everyone's favourite patchwork elephant, available in a new,
sturdy board book format to delight his many fans. Elmer and the other elephants
are waiting for the storm to end so they can see the beautiful, colourful rainbow.
But something dreadful has happened: the rainbow has come out too soon and
has lost its colours! Elmer decides to give his own colours to the rainbow, but to
do that, he must find where it touches the ground. But what will happen to Elmer
if he gives the rainbow his own colours? Will he lose them for ever? A classic
story book about sharing and giving.
From colourful Elmer comes the perfect library for little hands that makes
discovering first concepts fun. This chunky little library contains four board books
-- "Colours, Numbers, Shapes "and "Actions." Little hands will love turning each
sturdy page and meeting favourite friends from the world of Elmer the patchwork
elephant. Having fun in the world of Elmer, preschoolers will naturally absorb the
basic concept information. Turn over the four board books, and their back covers
will create a fun jigsaw."
Elmer and Bird are playing hide and seek. Lifting the flaps to look behind the
rock, in the herd of elephants and even behind Elmer's ear. Sturdy cut-out flaps
are specially designed for little hands and this book is a cleverly interactive
introduction to the fun and mischief of Elmer and his friends.
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One morning, Elmer hears an "Oh no!" Looking round, he spots Super El who's in
need of Elmer's help. He must get to Aunt Zelda without any of the other animals
seeing him and, as usual, it's up to Elmer to come up with a cunning plan!
Readers can learn each of Elmer the elephant's colors when they join him in
aplayful game of hide-and-seek. Lift the flaps and help Elmer find his friend, Bird.
Full color.
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